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Mori Ottoman Fund awarded by

€uro/€uro am Sonntag
Mori Ottoman Fund, managed by Aziz Unan since inception in January
2006, was awarded “3rd Place over 10-Years” by €uro in 2018. This
strengthens the Mori Ottoman Fund’s proven long-term track record
as one of the top performing funds in Eastern/Emerging European
equities, as the Fund came “1st over 10-years” in 2016 and in 2017 by
€uro. Mori Ottoman Fund delivered returns of 8.4%* in Euro terms and
23.4%* in USD terms in 2017. The industry-used MSCI Emerging
European 10/40 Net Total Return Index was up 5.7%** in Euro terms
during the same period.

Mori Ottoman Fund
(3rd Place over 10-Years)

On the award, Aziz Unan said: “We are pleased to remain among the top
performing UCITS equity funds in Eastern/Emerging Europe and we thank our investors for their continued
trust in our investment style and strategy, which are core to maintaining one of the longest track records in
the region under the same management team.”
Mori Umbrella Fund Plc, which consists of Mori Ottoman Fund and Mori Eastern European Fund, was
launched in 1998 as Griffin Umbrella Fund Plc by Jürgen Kirsch. The year 2018 marks two-decades of
investing in Eastern/Emerging Europe.
While Aziz’s investment style of bottom-up stock picking with active beta management is applied to both
funds, Aziz says Ottoman is a purely unconstrained fund while the Eastern European Fund is somewhat
aware of the benchmark’s*** country weightings as followed by a number of investors. However, Aziz
said: “In our investment philosophy, we believe benchmark indices should be used as performance
measurement tools and not as portfolio construction tools”. Mori uses a proprietary database to have an
independent view and valuation of more than 200 companies in the region. The database is constantly
reviewed and updated with more than 140 annual company visits.
As Board Member and COO, Desmond Riordan said: ”By investing alongside our shareholders, our team
demonstrates confidence in the stock selection model and our belief that the region continues to hold great
potential for future growth.”
Commenting on the region Aziz said: “Emerging European equities offer attractive return potential to
medium to long term investors. Several companies generate decent cash flows and pay out decent dividends.
Valuations are attractive based on our conservative projections. Transparency, accessibility and corporate
governance is now better than in many developed markets, in our view. Last but not least, debt levels are
amongst the lowest globally in our countries (with exception of Greece) and countries like Turkey, Poland,
Romania and the Czech Republic are amongst the fastest growing economies in the world.”
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Mori Umbrella Fund Plc. is an open-ended umbrella investment company with variable capital
incorporated with limited liability in Ireland under the Companies Act 2014 with registration number
282792 and established as an undertaking for collective investment in transferable securities pursuant to
the European Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities)
Regulations, 2011, as amended and with segregated liability between Sub-Funds.
Mori Capital Management Ltd. is a Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) Firm licensed to
conduct investment services business by the Malta Financial Services Authority (License number: I/S
66999).

* EUR C-Share Class and USD C-Share Class
**Source: Bloomberg as of December 29, 2017
*** MSCI Emerging Europe 10/40 Net Total Return Index
IMPORTANT:
Securities may not be offered or sold in the United States (US) absent registration with the US Securities and Exchange
Commission or an exemption from registration under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended. Mori Capital Management has
not registered, and does not intend to register, any securities referenced herein in the US and does not intend to conduct a public
offering of securities in the US.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may get back
less than what you originally invested. Where a fund invests in overseas currencies, changes in currency exchange rates may
affect the value of your investment. Investments in small and/or emerging markets can be more volatile than in other more
developed markets.
The information contained in this document is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to purchase interests in the
Fund, nor does it represent a research report. Please consult your financial and tax advisers if you are considering investing in
this Fund. For further information, a copy of the KIID or a copy of the current Prospectus please contact info@mori-capital.com.
This document may contain certain forward-looking statements with respect to the investment manager’s strategies or
expectations. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and investment manager assumes no duty to
and does not undertake to update forward-looking statements.
Mori Capital Management Ltd is licensed and regulated by the Malta Financial Services Authority (License no: I/S 66999).
Registered office: Regent House, Office 35, Bisazza Street, Sliema SLM 1640, Malta.
© 2018 Mori Capital Management Limited.
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